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Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Abhijit Gupta and I was a Business Intelligence Intern at RTI this summer. I will be presenting on “Creating Value with the RTI Data Warehouse”



Background

o The RTI International Data Warehouse consists of hundreds 
of tables and millions of data entries.

o The Data Warehouse serves Cognos, Salesforce, Vantage, 
Costpoint, and Presto and requires near 100% uptime.

o Data visualization and communication are critical to creating 
value from the Data Warehouse.
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As a business intelligence intern, I worked with the GTS ESS BI team managing RTI’s extensive data warehouse. The RTI Data Warehouse consists of hundreds of SQL tables, thousands of stored procedures, and tens of millions of data entries. This data includes information on the workforce, proposals, budgeting, and so much more. The Data Warehouse serves many RTI services including Cognos, Salesforce, Vantage, Costpoint, and Presto, and requires near 100% uptime. Even a one-hour downtime could delay critical proposals, costing RTI millions in revenue. Additionally, the vast data can be aggregated and analyzed to provide insights and guide decision making. Data visualization and communication are critical to creating value from the Data Warehouse.



Objective 1: Monitoring and Streamlining Processes

o Daily responsibilities include
• Running daily stand-up meeting
• Managing ServiceNow task board
• Monitoring nightly job status

o Streamlined the Business Intelligence (BI) demand 
prioritization process using Power Automate, ServiceNow, and 
SharePoint
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Unlike a research internship, my work this summer includes a mix of operational work and larger projects. My first objective this summer involved monitoring and streamlining processes, to ensure the Data Warehouse and the GTS ESS BI continues to operate at peak performance. My daily responsibilities included running daily standup meetings to promote transparency and team cohesion, managing the Service Now task board to track issues and provide an audit trail, and monitoring nightly job status to prevent possible blocking which could result in downtime.With a small team handling over one hundred open incidents and enhancements, the BI team needs to prioritize tickets to work on. The previous demand prioritization process was slow and required manually transcribing information between platforms. Using Power Automate, Service Now, and SharePoint, I created a daily job that automatically maintains the prioritization list and calculates priority score based on multiple factors. This tool will allow the BI team to spend less time on this process, and more time addressing the incoming tickets..



Objective 2: Campus Map Data Visualization
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o Using Badge Swipe data, created a Power BI dashboard 
visualizing unique visitors by building and through time

o Dashboard can be used to 
ensure social distancing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My second major project involved visualizing existing data in the Data Warehouse using Power BI. RTI records all badge swipe data on campus, but the raw data is difficult to interpret. After cleaning this data, I created an interactive Power BI dashboard visualizing unique visitors by building and through time. In the graphic shown, one can see unique visitors over a time period, broken between RTI employees and contractors. Bar and Pie charts segment the data by time and employment. Additionally an interactive campus map displays unique visitor per building. This dashboard will be used to ensure proper social distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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I could not have completed this internship without the support of the following people and groups:Megan Bahamonde, my manager, for providing guidance and support throughout the internshipJohn Patterson, my manager, for checking in on my progress and sharing insightful adviceAlly Barkley and Mayank Goswami, data warehouse interns, for collaborating with me and creating a positive work environmentThe GTS ESS BI team, for teaching me about a plethora of topics and welcoming me inThe UCO team, for seamlessly handling an abrupt change to remote workRTI International, for making this entire internship experience possible



Thank you
Abhijit Gupta| email: internships@rti.org
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Thank you for your time. Please direct any questions to internships@rti.org
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